Concrete box & lid to be installed in isolated concrete sidewalk flags with expansion joints to adjacent flags. For box located in grass areas, see std. detail SS 21.0 for reference.

Sewers with depth of 7" or greater

Clean-out (threaded plug)

Riser pipe

6" sewer lateral min. or larger as req'd.

Slope pipe downward min. slope 1/8"/ft.

Flow

45° bend, rotated as req’d.

90° bend

Approved watertight plug. Plug to be removed for future domestic connection with PVC "hard coupling", by others.

Tee, rotated as req’d.

Exist. or prop. gravity sewer pipe (8" min.)

Section A

San. sewer clean-out

SS 22.0

Gravity sewer service laterals

UC-310

Item

Cross ref.

Spec. ref.

08/26/2010

V.F.C.

Gravity sewer service lateral for "deep" sewers

SS 1.0
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